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it's not a million miles removed from v for vendetta in essence, but in the past, it was the communists who would do it. in this case, it's the nascent ideological war between the usa and the ussr, but the ramifications are the same. the teenage stand-in for ayn rand is an iconoclastic nerd who goes to a high school where
she and her teenage character hacker friends dress and talk just like their counterparts in the roman v for vendetta, but they also get beat up by the jocks and have the social consequences to face. there's a bit of a webcomic/manga/anime heritage to the historical thriller knights templar, but only a bit. most of the plot,
unlike v for vendetta, revolves around a bunch of people looking for a lost artifact, rather than a revolution. that's not to say this is a terrible movie; it just doesn't have much in common with v for vendetta except for the themes. and if you're looking to watch one of v for vendetta's homages, the illusionist is a better bet.
one of the best ways to understand the v for vendetta story is to compare the two panels above. the one on the right is from alan moore's original series, and it's quite a stark contrast to the one on the left. while moore's v for vendetta is powerful and simple in the way it's told, the original 2005 hollywood film v for
vendetta is florid in its imagery and art direction, and also in the way it tells its story. the v for vendetta series has always seen itself as a work of resistance art, and while the movie didn't feel like it was made for that audience, it was still rather pulpy. it's great to see what the wachowski siblings could have done with a
different kind of material, and while cloud atlas was a bit too ridiculous for its own good, v for vendetta is no fool's gold.
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gta online alien suit multiplayer: the purple martian suit enables the player to wear a military-style purple uniform. this includes all items in your inventory, including weapons, money, and ammo. the suit can be equipped at any clothing store, represented by a t-shirt icon on the in-game map screen. once you're in the
shop, walk up to the counter and you'll have the option to browse outfits by following the prompt. scroll down the menu to outfits: arena war near the bottom of the list, then about halfway down the next list you'll see the green martian suit and purple martian suit. choose to buy now and the gta online alien suit will be

added to your wardrobe grab them both if you want the option of picking a side later. in gta online you're free to fight whenever you like, but you'll have a better chance of winning matches when you've got a good outfit on. if you want to have the best chance of winning, try to use your new suit as much as possible. you
can pick up any of the game's weapon types at any time, but you'll need the right equipment to use them effectively. if you equip a pistol, for example, the best way to fire it is with a shoulder holster, and that's not available until you've equipped a body armor. to get this, select the "equip" option from the rocket menu,
then select "body armor." the pandemic has inspired many odd twists and turns in recent months. aside from the usual panic buying and social distancing, there has been a surge in online crime. browsing youtube, one finds hundreds of videos of people literally dressed as corpses for halloween. and, of course, there are

the videos of people pretending to be dead by being hanged from their prison cells by officers of the law. while sometimes this might seem like joking around, there are serious consequences for this socially unacceptable practice. 5ec8ef588b
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